ON SALE NOW 231 -

HAPPY AUSTRALIA DAY!
This is our first mini list for 2018
- just in time for viewing over the
Australia day break.
AUSTRALIAN STATES
1. NEW SOUTH WALES 1897 Charity set Consumptive
Homes the pair although mint, both are really just attractive space fillers, the 2/6 has been badly folded and
then the surface has created a closed tear, bargain set
for just…...……………….……………………………..$69.00
2. WESTERN AUSTRALIA 1854-60,
ASC 1, 1d Black Swan, 3 margins
fine used……………………….…$89.00

KANGAROOS
3. FIRST WMK TO 2/- First
Watermark mint hinged
group 1/2d to 2/- (11) most
mint hinged and quite
fresh, just the 2d, 5d, 1/and 2/- have some toning
which could certainly be
improved how about the
set to 2/- mint…...$199.00
4. 3D YELLOW-OLIVE SG 5, Die 1, unhinged mint and a very scarce stamp as
s 10/10 stamp…………..………...$269.00

8. 10/- GREY AND PINK Third Watermark Specimen in mint lightly hinged
type b, lovely stamp………....$249.00

9. £2 BLACK AND ROSE Third Watermark Specimen in mint lightly hinged
type b, lovely stamp…….........$219.00

KGV
10. 1d GREEN OS BW82(OS)a watermark inverted fine used, a rare stamp
with a current Cat. Value of $2,000,
well priced at just………..…….$699.00
11. 1d G25 Terracotta fine used with Dr. Scott Starling
certificate a rare shade……………………………..$129.00

12. 1D CARMINE RED G1 BW 70A(1)i
Single Line Perforation Die 2 fine used
cancelled, a very rare stamp indeed
with Michael Drury Certificate
for……………………………….$3,499.00
13. 1d G30 Carmine-rose BW71V(2)ja die 1 substituted
cliché a fine used example of a rarer variety…….$69.99
14. 1d G32 Brown-red a fine used example with Dr.
Scott Starling certificate for…………………………$49.99
15. 1d G70 Deep red-rosine fine used with Dr. Scott
Starling certificate, a rare shade for……….…..….$79.00

5. 6D ULTRAMARINE SG 08, First Watermark perforated large OS in mint
lightly hinged and quite well centred,
great bright colour bargain…. $219.00

6. 2/- BROWN SG 41, Third Watermark in unmounted mint mint condition, great fresh original gum, great
bright fresh colour, perfect 10/10
stamp just.............................$699.00

7. 10/- GREY AND ANILINE PINK SG
43a, nice clean used example superb
bright colour minor toning on reverse
just………………………………...$149.00

16. 1d G71 Plum BW 72L a fine used
example with a Michael Drury Certificate for…………………...…….$149.00

17. 1d G77 Maroon a lovely fine used example with a
Dr. Scott Starling certificate for……………………$ 69.00

AUSTRALIA
18.
THIN
PAPER
ROBES SET SG 176a178a very fine used £1
has sided selvedge,
nice buy…….…..$89.00

19. THICK PAPER ROBES SET SG 176-178 Mint unhinged and well centred set £1 has a tiny natural inclusion which does not detract, bargain……………...$99.00

COMMONWEALTH ITEMS
19.
BECHUANALAND 19323 KGV
definitives SG 99-110
(11 of the 12, missing
the 5/- value) Cat. Is
£370…………$299.00

20. COCOS ISLAND Provisionals set SG 234-39 a complete set 6 MUH and the Official paid cto as issued,
most lists have this set around the $200++ for this set,
save some money today at………………………….$119.00

26. FIJI 1903 Edward V11 Definitives SG 104-14 (11)
complete mint lightly hinged set Cat. £450 for… $375.00
27. GAMBIA 1922
KGV
Definitives
complete SG 11821 (set 4) mint
lightly hinged the
1/- minor surface
rub
Cat
£120
for………....$69.00

21. COCOS ISLAND Provisionals set SG 234-39 a complete set 8 fine used complete, most lists have this set
around the $200++ per set, save money at……..$119.00
22. CAYMAN ISLANDS 1935 KGV
Definitives, SG 96107 (12) A lovely
complete
mint
lightly hinged set
but the 10/- is actually
unhinged,
minor toning on
1/4d value Cat. Is
£200 with a superb 10/- MUH
for………..$279.00

28.GAMBIA 1922 KGV Definitives complete SG 122-142
(set 19) mint lightly hinged Cat. £275 for………..$239.00

23. CAYMAN ISLANDS 1953 QE11 Definitives, SG 148161a the complete Mint Lightly hinged set £1 minor toning (15) Cat. Value £110 for……...…………...…....$39.00
24. CAYMAN ISLANDS 1962 QE11
Definitives, SG 16579 the
complete
mint lightly hinged
set (15) Cat. Value
is
£90
for
………………$45.00
2 5 .
FA L KLAND
I S LAND
1938
KGV1.
S
G
146-163 Complete mint lightly hinged set of (18) Cat. Is
£475 this superb set is ……………………………...$225.00

29. GAMBIA 1938 KGV1 Definitives complete SG 15061 (set 16) mint lightly hinged Cat. £170 for….…..$85.00

30. MONTSERRAT 1932 KGV Tercentenary, beautiful
set SG 84-93 (1) complete mint lightly hinged Cat. £160
for………………………………………………………..$139.00
31. NAURU 2/6 SEAHORSE SG 25, A lovely fresh mint
lightly hinged very fresh example, well centred…$39.00

32. PAPUA NEW GUINEA
1952 Pictorials a complete set Unmounted mint
superbly fresh, 16 values, best set I have had
for years……..….$125.00

33. PAPUA NEW GUINEA 1994 Provisional overprints, a
complete Mint Unhinged set SG 730-740 (11) bargain,
many charge $250+ for this set one only………..$125.00
34. RHODESIA & NYASALAND 1954 QE2 Defintives
SG 1-15 (16) complete mint lightly hinged set Cat. £120
for………………………………………………………….$45.00

35. ST HELENA 1934 Centenary of British Colonisation, a superb mint lightly hinged set SG 114-23 (10)
Cat. Is £425 and hard to find this nice for……….$299.00

36. ST LUCIA 1936 KGV definitves set SG 113-24 (12 +
4 extra shades 1/2d to 2 1/12d) Cat. £100+ for…..$75.00
37. ST HELENA 1953 QE2 Definitives set SG 153-65
(13) complete mint lightly hinged set Cat. £85…..$39.00

*Note if lot 38 does not sell as a
complete lot, it has been broken
down into the following lots below
39 & 40—this scan at left is the
stamp described in lot 38 and 40!

39. TANGANYIKA 1922-24 Definitives, as above but
without the £1 SG 88 fine used, SG 74-88a (15) plus
extra wmk varieties on 5/- and 10/- stamps Cat. Is £650
set (15) plus 2 x extras 5/- and 10/- + £175, Cat. Value is
£825 for…………………………………………………$699.00

40. TANGANYIKA 1922-24 SG 88 £750 which has a few
flatish perforation top left but a great fine used stamp
and rare, total Cat. Value is £750 for……………..$399.00

41. COLLECTION OF—BRITISH COLUMBIA AND VANCOUVER IS - PRINCE EDWARD IS -NOVA SCOTIA– &
NEWFOUNDLAND Housed in Lighthouse Hingeless album a little toned but fortunately the key stamps are not
really effected by the toning. I noted some lovely early
issues as the collection only covers 1851-1946. There
is in excess of £10,000+ in catalogue value, Newfoundland is very comprehensive includes Mint SG 16 £350,
SG 17 £300, SG 28 £650, quite a comprehensive collection 1868-1946 about 80% complete for the period,
shades, varieties, 1897 set mint complete SG 66-79 odd
toning £325, 1910 SG 95-105 (11) mint odd toning lower
values £475, 1911 complete mint SG 117-27 (11) £250,
1931 SG 198-208 (11) mint £225, SG 215 Imperf Pair
mint not Cat., 1932 SG 221 mint £250, a great collection
to break down and re-house to do it justice, so £10,000+
Cat ($16,000 + Aust.) for a silly………………….$1,599.00

MYSTERY BOXES
We have lots of brand new stock just in, try a box today!
42. The large mystery box is ……………………. $139.00
43. The mega mystery box is ………..…………… $229.00
44. The supa-dupa-mega box is…………………...$499.00
38. TANGANYIKA 1922-24 Definitives, SG 74-88a (15)
plus extra wmk varieties on 5/- and 10/- stamps plus a
very fine used SG 88 £1 wmk sideways, Cat. Is £650 set
(15) plus 2 x extras 5/- and 10/- + £175, plus SG 88 £750
which has a few flatish perforation top left but a great
stamp and rare, total Cat. Value is £1,575 for….$999.00

If you want a box made up to another value, just ask! For those
who have never purchased a mystery box, they can contain
one-country collections; stamps from lots of different countries, both old and modern and mint and used; FDCs and commercial mails; stamps on- and off- paper; duplicated stamps so
you can check for varieties; whole albums; stock-books full
and empty; catalogues.... the list goes on and on, and no two
boxes are ever the same. They do come with a fun guarantee!

